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Tumor diseases rank among the most frequent
causes of death in western countries coinciding
with an incomplete understanding of the underly-
ing pathogenic mechanisms and a lack of individ-
ual treatment options. Hence, early diagnosis of
the disease and early relapse monitoring are cur-
rently the best available options to improve pa-
tient survival. In addition, it seems imperative to
develop biological markers that can identify pa-
tients who are likely to benefit from a specific
form of treatment. The progress in understand-
ing molecular mechanisms underlying pathologies
has started to revolutionize diagnostics. Most of
these mechanisms are controlled by proteins (e.g.,
hormones) which can be detected in the blood
stream using mass spectrometry technology. The
entire set of all expressed proteins at a certain
time is called the proteome. Monitoring and un-
derstanding changes in the proteome is going to
bring the next wave of progress in diagnostics,
since many changes can be linked directly to dis-
ease onset and progression. We call these disease-
induced changes disease fingerprints since they
represent a trace that a particular disease left in
the proteome.

A mass spectrometer can be used to uncover
the proteome from just a drop of blood. It pro-
duces a signal where every protein is represented
by some peaks whose intensities are proportional
to the protein concentration profile. Proteomics-
based diagnostics means to find the fingerprint of
a disease in this signal. Every increase in sensitiv-
ity and robustness of the fingerprint identification
yields earlier and more robust disease detection
and results in an increase in therapy success rates
for most serious diseases, such as cancer.

Mathematical and algorithmic problems and their
solutions. Our approach to fingerprint detection
is via signal classification based on mass spec-
trometry data of large patient cohorts. These
signals are extremely high-dimensional (typically
100.000 dimensions for a low-resolution spectrum
and more than 150 million dimensions for high-
resolution spectrum) and often show a bad signal
to noise ratio. In close cooperation with physi-
cians we developed a specific Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) under which the blood sample
has to be processed in order to reduce the signal
to noise level to below 25 %. Even for such high-
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Figure 1. This figure shows an illustrative example of mass spectra data and a fingerprint for Colon cancer with
the exceptionally small number of four components (FC1. . . FC4). Note that only a very small fraction of the
actual data set is shown. This data was acquired from two groups of individuals (after adequate preprocessing).
The spectra in the top panel were created from blood serum of colon cancer patients. The lower spectra were
created from healthy controls. The area inside the gray circle shows the magnified part of the red circled area
to illustrate that our method allows detection of very small signals.
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quality mass spectrometry signals the high dimen-
sion renders standard signal classification infeasi-
ble. Therefore we invented a novel signal prepro-
cessing technique that exploits knowledge about
the physical processes underlying mass spectrom-
etry, allows for peak detection across all avail-
able signals and results in peak detection with
unprecedented accuracy. Based on the thus pre-
processed signals we have designed novel sparse
classification schemes. The idea behind these
schemes is the following: the statistically signif-
icant differences between the classes (“healthy”
and “different states of disease”) results from
a relatively small number of peaks that some-
how reflect the proteins being characteristic for
the disease in focus. This means that the fin-
gerprint/classifier is sparse in comparison to the
signal dimension even if the signals themselves
are not sparse. Last but not least these prepro-
cessing and classification techniques were imple-
mented in a software environment able to handle
this mass data (about 2.5 GB per patient, sum-
ming up to several TB for a typical patient pop-
ulation).

Impact and collaborations. The mathematical
algorithms developed in this project were further
improved towards real-world applicability in a sub-
sequent BMBF-funded project within the ForMaT
framework. In particular, components for handling
very large medical data-sets from our clinical part-
ners were added. This was done in very fruitful col-
laborations with our industrial partners IBM Ger-
many and SAP Innovation. The pipeline has been
applied to several data-sets and allowed to iden-
tify fingerprints for four different cancer types:
lung, pancreas, colorectal, testicular (see, e.g.,
[1]). This was done together with our clinical part-
ners from Helios Clinics, Charité – Berlin Univer-
sity Hospital, Leipzig University Hospital and In-
selspital – Bern University Hospital. The result-
ing intellectual property has been patented [2] and
is now been transferred into a spin-off company
which will bring this to market. For their business
plan for market entry the company won the sec-

ond place in the Berlin-Brandenburg business plan
competition 2013.
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